
Introducing New CUSTOM®  
Movement Joint Profiles and 

Cove Shaped Profiles
High quality CUSTOM brand Profiles give you the freedom to create seamless 
transitions for walls, floors, countertops and more. Protect tile edges, bridge 
gaps and conceal inconsistent joints without sacrificing style.

Flooring Preparation & Installation Products



Movement Joint Profiles 
for floors

PROCOVE™ COVE SHAPED PROFILE  
LEFT AND RIGHT END CAPS

ProCove™ end caps provide a finished look. They are made 
of pressure cast metal with a decorative finish.

For use with ProCove and ProCove A profiles.
silver satin silver satin

Cove Shaped Profiles 
for floors and walls
PROCOVE™ COVE SHAPED PROFILE

ProCove™ is an aluminum cove profile designed to form a 
decorative corner joint for tiled surfaces. Use it to bridge 
tiled floors and walls for an attractive, easy to clean 
transition. Matching trim pieces available; see below.

PROCOVE™ CORNER PIECES

ProCove™ inside and outside corner pieces eliminate the 
need for a mitered edge treatment.

For use with ProCove and ProCove A profiles.

silver satin

PROCOVE™ A COVE SHAPED PROFILE

ProCove™ A is designed to provide smooth transitions 
between tiled walls and floors or countertops with hard  
or soft surface finishes. Matching trim pieces available;  
see below.

PROCONNEX™ MOVEMENT JOINT PROFILE

ProConnex™ is a thin-bed profile used to compensate 
for horizontal stresses in tile or stone floor covering 
installations.

gray

silver satin

See our comprehensive Profiles and Transitions catalog for full details. 

silver satin

PROCOVE™ UNIVERSAL CONNECTOR

ProCove™ universal connector provides a smooth transition 
where two linear profile pieces meet. This unfinished connector 
slides between two profiles and is not visible once installed.  

For use with ProCove and ProCove A profiles.



PROCONNEX™ C MOVEMENT JOINT PROFILE 
(FLOOR TO WALL)

ProConnex™ C is a corner profile that bridges the transition 
between floors and walls. It also prevents disruptive 
sound transfer. With an elegant joint design and uniform 
joint width, ProConnex™ C produces a visually pleasing 
expansion joint at changes of plane.

dark beige

silver satin

PROCONNEX™ B MOVEMENT JOINT PROFILE

ProConnex™ B is designed to bridge visible expansion joints 
up to 1-3/16" (30 mm). Made of anodized aluminum, this 
expansion joint profile is suitable for tile surfaces exposed 
to foot and vehicle traffic in commercial applications. 

PROCOVE™ E CORNER PIECES

ProCove™ E inside and outside corner pieces eliminate the 
need for a mitered edge treatment.

 
stainless steel

PROCOVE™ E UNIVERSAL CONNECTOR

ProCove™ universal connector provides a smooth transition 
where two linear profile pieces meet. This unfinished connector 
slides between two profiles and is not visible once installed.  

For use with ProCove E profiles and all three accessories.

PROCOVE™ E COVE SHAPED PROFILE

ProCove™ E is a stainless steel profile specifically designed 
to form a decorative joint between tiled walls and tiled floors.

stainless steel

PROCOVE™ E COVE SHAPED PROFILE END CAP

ProCove™ E end caps provide a finished look. They are made 
of stainless steel with a decorative finish. End caps may be 
used on left or right side interchangeably and may be cut to fit.

stainless steel



Square-Edged Profiles 
for floors and walls

PROFLOOR™   
SQUARE-EDGED PROFILE

Round-Edged Profiles 
for floors and walls

PROCURVE™  FLEXIBLE 
SQUARE-EDGED PROFILE

PROROUND™   
ROUND-EDGED PROFILE 

PRONIVO™ K  
RAMP REDUCER

PRONIVO™ S  
REDUCER

PRONIVO™ C  
CARPET TUCK

PRODECOR™ Q   
SQUARE-EDGE PROFILE 

T-Joint & Step Profiles 
for floors and stairs

PRODECOR™  T  
JOINT COVER PROFILE

PROBASIC™   
STEP PROFILE

Carpet Tuck & Reducer 
transitions for floors
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Materials, Finishes and Anodized Coatings

Plain

Chrome 
Plated

Silver 
Shiny

Stainless Steel 
Satin

Stainless Steel 
Shiny

Brass 
Satin

Brass Shiny

Bronze 
Satin

Silver 
Satin

Aluminum Anodized Aluminum

Colors and Coating Finishes

Beige GrayManhattan Gray BrownBlack Pergamon

Stainless SteelBlack

Stainless Steel 
Brushed

White

Stainless SteelCoated Aluminum

Brass

Solid Brass

Not all products available in all colors and/or materials.

Sample colors and metals shown are simulations. Actual profiles may vary in color and finish. We strongly recommend you refer to an actual 
sample to choose your metal and/or color. Visit your local distributor for sample assistance. 

Dark Beige WhiteBrilliant White

See our comprehensive Profiles and Transitions catalog for full details. 
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